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An important part of Dialogue's role on campus
is talking about how we can integrate our Christianity with our daily lives. In this is~ue we are
initiating a dialogue on the integration of Christianity and art.
Paul Schrader is a graduate of Calvin College
and is currently working as a film scriptwriter in
Hollywood. He has been labeled many thing~ by
the press, among them "an uneasy offspring of
God and . mammon." Mary Hietbrink has transcribed and edited an interview with Mr. Schrader
in which he sheds some light on how he has dealt
with his Reformed heritage and his art.
Calvin professor of philosophy Nicholas Wolterstorff deals directly with the question of the
relation between art and Christianity. He specifr·
, cially focuses on the issue of the validity of setting
up thematic -explicitness as an absolute ,criterion of
Christian art and on the value of "secular" art to
Christians.
In this month's Equal Space, Calvin freshman
Bob Boomsma ponders whether the Monty Python
film And Now For Something Completely Different, 'recently shown here · by Calvin's Film Council,
had any social (or "Christian") redeeming value.
We also present two short stories in this issue,
both written by Calvin students. Tim Zwier deals
thematically with important questions of Biblical ·
interpretation. Herb Vander Zwaal's story has
more subtle religious connotations and should be
judged as a product of honest aesthe~ic effort.
We hope that this issue of Dialogue will serve as
an impetus for discussion 9f these very important
issues, and we would appreciate hearing any
thoughts you have on this matter. ·
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To Recreate
Experience .
In response to Jane Ridder 's letter printed in
the Equal Space column of this issue of Dialogue,
we would like to assure her that we do not think
that she is like the mother of a homely child or,
even if that is the case, that we can appreciate the
beauty of her offspring. Further, we sincerely
appreciate her letter because Dialogue has frequently been criticized for the nature of the poetry
it prints, and this presents an excellent occasion to
discuss the issue.
The second poem she includes may indeed be
eminently successful as a "chant _while walking on
a sunny day" poem. That is the purpose to which
she puts it, and we are making no judgement as to
whether or not it succeeds in fulfilling that ·
purpose. The main point is the purpose of the

poem. For example, it seems to us that the poetry
of Rod McKuen serves quite well in evoking .
· romantic feelings of male-female love, and insofar
as that is its purpose, it is successful. Likewise, the
poetry of Kahil Gibran may be successful in
evoking a semi-religious mystical emotion in its.
readers; to that extent, it too, may be successful .
poetry. None of this is to denigrate the aesthetic
merit of this poetry. Rather, the point is that they
serve a different purpose than the · poems of
Shakespeare, Eliot, Williams, Bly and so on. These
poems, for the most part, are written for contemplation; they seek to recreate experience for _the
reader. The poet serves as translator of the world
ahem t him, as William Carlos Williams· defined the
task.
This distinction is similar to that between a
Beethoven symphony and a song written to be
sung while playirig hopscotch._ The latter serves
very well for hopscotch, the · Beethoven symphony
would not. Likewise, we would not go to a concert
hall and expect to hear hopscotch music performed. Again, we are not referring to the aesthetic
merit of the two pieces but, rather, to the two
different purposes for which they were intended.
· This purpose we speak of is not synonomous
with the author's intended purpose, but with the
purpose to which the piece may best· be put.
Indeed, a perceptive, able author usually is successful in tailoring the piece to 'f it the purpose he
intends it to be put to.
·
Since Dialogue is a journal of arts and opinion,
·we attempt to judge a poem on criteria properly
applicable to poetry intended for contemplation ·
and communication. Granted, in the realm of
contemporary poetry such criteria are not clear,
but that is not to say that they do not exist or that
one should not try to use them. To deny this
would be to admit anarchy into 'poetry and to
make personal preference the only criterion.
Rather than recording raw emotion or experience, we believe the poem should recreate the
emotion or experience for the reader. The reader
should be presented with the "facts" and should be
allowed to draw his own conclusions. Poetry is not
an excuse · for didacticism. Insofar as a poem is
successful in this ·way, it is true act of communication between author and reader: they share the
experience of the poem, rather_ than . the one
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hearing · of it second hand. To succeed, a poe·m
usually must deal in specifics and avoid abstract,
general terms. The specific image is the poet's
dearest friend. This demands attention to particulars, to, as William Carlos Williams put it, "make a
start,/out of particulars/ and make the general,
rolling/ up the sum.''
·
In addition the reader and prospective poet must
realize that writing a poem is hard work. Very
rarely is a poet struck with the muse so forcefully
that a finished poem immediately assembles itself
upon the page. It takes time and practise to write
good poetry. We do ·not want to discourage novice
poets writing on this campus, but as one would
probably not submit the results_of one's Art 151
class to . Dialogue, it is to be expected that one
would not submit poems unless the poems were
_·the product of practised labor and experience within the medium. · ·
It must also be s·aid that any poet who i~ writing
for more than personal gratification must be aware
of the tradition of poetry that preceded him. This
is equally valid for those who would rebel against ·
the tradition. It is incomprehensible that any
serious painter today would be unaware of men like
_DeKooning, Klee, Van Gogh,- Picasso, Rembrant, ·
and so · on. Likewise, it is arrogant for one to
suppose himself a serious poet and remain unaware
of figures like Pound, Williams, Eliot, Donne, arid
so on. So, it is necessary that the serious poet read
· poetry-and a great deal of it. Admittedly, the
aforementioned criteria for poetry are general; the
only way to acquire a more specific sense of the
criteria reigning in poetry today is for those
interested to read contemporary poetry.
Finally, assuming the poet is serious and labors
long over his poems, the reader owes him more
than one superficial reading of his poems. Very few
poems can be understood at one reading. It is the
genius of good poetry that it calls the reader back
time and again to find new insights unseen in
previous readings. Also, every poem should be r'e ad
aloud. How can the sound qualities of a poem be
appreciated by the eye? Use of the ear is required
to catch the subtle nuances of sound that our
speech contains and our poetry embodies. Your
roommate may think it queer to catch you reciting
poetry to an empty suite·, but try it, you will _
probably be surprised to find it filling the room.
Mark Van Putten
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equal space
Depraved Dialogue?
"What? Me? Writing to the editors of Dialogue? What have I
to offer? My first poem was:
little itty bitty me
trying to write poetry
That should have been the last poem I wrote, too. But,
· no, it wasn't. There was one I wrote at the age of fourteen
that I liked even better. Here it is:
·
What a sunshine day!
Wish I could stay outside in the warm arid
watch the form of a slithering snake.
I'd probably fake an intelligent pose
and think up prose in my own free time.
If it doesn't rhyme I just don't care!
and don't you dare tell me what to do!
The day's too new
The time's too young with songs unsung,
and the day is new
arid days are few.
You don't like it, right? Well, I think it's ·marvelous! Am
I, like the mother of a homely child, the only one who can
see this poem's beauty? When it's a sunny day, I chant it to
myself. · I even have it memorized. Or shouldn't I admit
that? And, speaking of admitting things, I sometimesblush-do not understand some of the poems you print in .
Dialogue.
So what's my . point, you ask? Here it is. How ahout
printing an issue of Dialogue dedicated to those of us who,
without flare, talent, vocabulary, or style nonetheless write
poetry and stories. Call it Depraved Dialogue; make a mock
of it if you must-but let all the literary peons have a
chance to read each other's work. And, come on now, don't
make us sign out names.
Maybe you'll find real hardcore, but inhibited, talent
floating around out there. It could have its advantages and
it does have its possibilities-don't you think? ·
Anyway, end of midnight rambling. Back to the cursed
life of an unknown, unloved, · and, if I say so myself,
untalented (but self satisfied) artist.
Jane Ridder

4.

Cold Water·
& Little Foxes
Dear Steve Mulder,
Now that ·you've cleaned away the ring in the tub a_n d
got comfortably dry and dressed, why not start over and
write a fairer, more just estimate of "The Little Foxes?"
The mere fact that you've chosen this Christian College
as the environment of your educational development indicates to me that you have more in you than tepid bath
water and flippant superficiality.
Lillian Hellman didn't write smart smash-hits for Broadway pleasure-hunters. She gave her ·energy and skills to
depicting the truth as she saw it in the culture around her.
To me it contained the present warning given me in a
phrase by my Saviour: "Ye cannot serve Cod and mammon." Is not this danger even more general today?
Why not go to see this play as embodied on the stage
here? - directed with creative passion and skill and alive
with the graces and talents of the actors. After -all, plays are
created to be seen .
O.K., Hellman isn't Aeschylus. She's not as wide and
varied as Shakespeare ; not as glorious, deep, and eternal as
Holy Writ. But her works are worthy of a second look.
Perhaps, after viewing, you might say, "The Importance of
Integrity."
Hope we get to meet sometime.
Kathy Cale

Thorough disgusL
Thorough disgust is an under statement of my gut
reaction to The Monty Python Flying Circus' movie A nd
Now For Something Completely Different, recently shown
by the Calvin Film Council and accurately dubbed as
" . .. bizarre ,
absolutely
absurd,
and
outrageously
silly .... " This cor:iglomeration of nonsensical inanity has
provoked not only baser uses of my vocabulary but also a
nearly irrepressible desire to somehow retrieve my measly

buck. I felt ch_eated when the movie ended. Two hours of
my valuable time ticked by, and all I learned was that I'll
never bother to see a Monty .Python _m ovie again. I have
other ways to waste my time. (I was bored by a lot of it:
surrealistic landscapes never particularly excite me.) The·
film is a series of short comic episodes that have nothing in
common except their introductions, "And now ... ," and a
shared sense of the absurd (i~ that is possible). Admittedly,
some of these are v.ery funny; however, some others I don't
think are funny at all. I· judge ~hat the absurd, hideous, so
called humor of this movie promotes a ·way of thinking that
is contr2.ry to the Christian way of life. And for.me, that far
outweighs what I consider to ~e genuinely funny in the
movie. The perverse humor the movie begins with ·illustrates
the point. On the screen is a pastoral scene. We a.re told
"this is a lesson in how not to be seen." A mah is asked to
show us where he is. He stands and is shot dead . This
happens repeatedly, just about the time the novelty is
wearing off, the apparent victim refuses to stand. We are
told he has learned the lesson ot how not fo be seen. And
while something . about stationary · objects is muttered, abush in _the foreground explodes. This is "slapstick" humor.
I don't think it is funny. The humor that distorts and
cheapens loving relationships bothers me. I am sick of it.
The idea of the transvestite lumberjack is repulsive to me;
such is the depth of poor taste. I also find the film
disrespectful of God; though, no more so than the usual
voice from heaven or an occasional sixteen tons dropped
out of the sky-these would be quite acceptable on any
television set. And th-at brings me, prematurely, to the main
thrust of this article: which is the questioning of our easy
thoughtless acceptance of what we experience.
First, I must say that my personal opinion .and judge·ment of the movie has been given only to explain the
reason for this article's appearance. I do not want to judge
what is right or wrong for anyone el~e. Neither do I mean
to promote the popular notion that all moral judgements
are up to the individual alone. I'm simply ip no position to
make those judgements for· anyone else. Also I do not wish
to involve myself in a discussion of a definition of humor.
These lofty questions of aesthetics should _ be left to-at
least-upper classmen. But as a freshman I confidently
believe I can observe and question what I see while still
remaining in my proper place.
·
Contrary to my opinion, juclging by the laughter of the
audience, many seemed to enjoy the movie a great deal;
however, the laughter in the audience may not be a true
expression of likes and dislikes. I did not appreciate the
lesson in how not to be seen, but laughed Qeartily when the
bush exploded. More than once I saw myself laughing at
things which, I not only did not see as funny, but also were
offensive. It was as if I were somehow coerced. Laughter
has been said to be contagious, but I think there is more to
my laughter than this. Too often I (and here it comes
again) passively a_c cept what I experience. This movie is

supposed to be funny, absurd, and silly; so, I laugh at what
happens in it. I don't evaluate the experience while I am
experiencing it. "Besides," as some ina~dibly seem to say,
"evaluation means mental effort and I use my brains all
week long. On Friday night I want to be able to sit back
and laugh without being bothered by these questions."
The Christian ideal, of course, is to incorporate one's
Christianity into all areas of life. This means continually
evaluating one's experiences in the light of Jesus Christ.
Too often I judge "":7hat I experience tho~ghtlessly, using
cultural traditions as my standard of right and wrong. Or, as
in the case of this movie, I thoughtlessly-almost automatically-assume the judgement of the crowd ·c orrect and
accept it as my own. But the.Christian faith, because it is a
personal faith, involves . personal decisions. The Christian
cannot ·a llow anyone else to make his decisions for him .
The Christian cannot sit back and passively accept decisions
dec~ded upon by any person or any group without his
personal involvement in evaluating the ·problem considered.
This is to say that one should no more blindly accept the
values of our own Dutch Christian Reformed heritage than
the values of secular humanism. The Christian must
personally ·d ecide his course of action in the light of Go_d 's
revelation to him, and he must do this alone just as no one
can accept Jesus Christ as a personal Saviour for another
. person.
The argument was raised that no judgement can be
passed on the movie simply because it is absurd. I do not
agree with this. The absurd may very well stand opposed to
Christianity at times, . if not ail the time, again, simply
because it is absurd.
The idea has.been suggested to me that this film may not
merely be Monty Python's attempt at avante garde humor,
but a series of meticulously designed episodes carefully
arranged in hopes of arousing the viewer to think, take
serious stock · of himself and his society, and evaluate what
he considers to be humourous. Farfetched as it might appear
at first, the idea sounds more realistic when one remembers
that the Monty Python Flying Circus includes five students
from Oxford and Cambridge. Whether there is any truth to
this I do not know; however, the . suggestion of the
possibility opens up whole new areas of discussio·n not
before considered. A member of the film . council could
have shared this enlightened view with us briefly after the
movie, instead of allowing .those who' passively sat ·back to
slip away without thinking or those who were :offended and
felt cheated to stomp piously away. And at the risk of
really being rele.v ent, _a brief discussion could have been
held after our awakening to field questions from those
broadening vistas of thought, like: if this movie is . to be .
shown as a commentary to awaken us just a little bit mo.re
to ourselves, our society, and our humor, should any one
watchiug it be allowed to laugh?
Robert Boomsma
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A Christmas Comment
Over the past few weeks, we have been thinking
dbout what we should do about Christmas. It is a
special and exciting time of the year for all of us,
and, as editors, we did not want to ignore it. The
Christmas season is a beautiful season . There is a
certain magic in a snow-filled winter evening whi_ch
is invigorating. It is a time for long walks, crunching through the · faerae land which Michigan bcrnmes. A time for sitting around the fireplace and
for being with one's family.
.
For us at Calvin, though, Christmas is more than
quiet pleasantries. We are aware of the tinseled
holiday it has become. None of us would feel too
comfortable wfrh a holiday such as Lawrence Ferlinghetti describes in his . poem "Christ Climbed
Down," where
Christ climbed down
from his bare tree
this year
and ran away to where
there were no rootless Christmas trees
hung with candycanes and breakable stars
We all know well the _h ollowness of the Christmas
sold at the malls.
We need not, however, toss out our Christmas
trees to solemnly_ ~onsider the gift of the first

A journal of Calvin College comment, opinion, and art. Published
monthly by the Calvin College
Communications Board. Address
correspondence to Dialogue, Calvin
College , Grand Rapids, Michigan
49506 . Copyright 1975 by the
Calvin College Communications
Board . Dialogue is printed on 100%
re.cycled paper.
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Editors
Don Hettinga
Mark Van Putten

Christmas. Let us wish each other merry Christmas. Let us give gifts and sit around our Christmas
trees. But let us retain the wonder of a child gazing
at the Christmas tree with all its lights and its
strong pine smell. )'. S . Eliot wrote a poem called
"The Cultivation of Christmas Trees," and ended it
with these lines:
The accumulated memories of annual emotion
May be concentrated into a great joy
Which shall be also a great fear, as on the occas10n
When fear came upon every soul:
Because the beginning shall remind us of the end
And the first coming of the second coming.

If we can keep the symbolism in Christmas, every
tree, every present given each year will snowball in
intensity _o f meaning giving the holiday its proper
import . For us, like the child in Eliot's poem,
For whom the candle is a star, and the gilded
angel
.
Spreading its wings at the summit of the tree
Is not only a decoration, but an angel.
Christmas can be a holy day. We hope it is for you.
Merry Christmas.
·
Don Hettinga, Mark Van Putten

Associate Editors
Herbert Brinks
Robert De Vries
Deb Ellens
Amelia Harper
Kenneth Kuiper
Joel Kuipers
Stanley Wiersma

Assistant Editor
William F. Reus Ill
Proofreader
David Faber

'l\flght Jo4niey-,-a .letter .
,, lderbert
,..
.., Varui;,Qr
. Zwaal
~.
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,,.,A Cti:ilrlHke Faitf:l ...•.•.....•.••..... ' ..••. ~ •.•.• , .•
Trimotby Zwier
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Dialects, Latin,
and -Language Change:
A Reply
to Mr. Wiersma
Steve VanDer Weele
I appreciate your invitation to respond to the article by
my colleague Mr. Wiersma, "Babel Revisited: Some Observations on Language" which appeared (together with an
essay by Mr. Tiemersma on that general subject) in the
November issue of Dialogue. I shall limit my reply to three
observations on his essay: the implications of his specialized
use of the word dialect, his protest against the undue
control which Latin exercises on the English language, and
his rather nonchalant attitude toward language changes.
As for the first, I ask your readers to · recall his statement
"I collect my paycheck at Calvin for pushing the dialect of
academia .." Now, it should not be lost on your readers that
his definition of dialect is a highly specialized and a very
debatable one. The editors of Webster's latest Unabridged
Dictionary define his use as follows (it is the sixth meaning): '' ... a variety of language ordinarily and habitually
used by a group of persons whose idem:ity is fixed by some
factor _o ther than geography or social class." In a riote
included under the entry for di,dcct , th_e editors explain
that they are using not that definition, but ·a nother one as
an operational principle for their dictionary : " ... a local or
regional variety of a language chiefly oral and orally transmitted and differing distinctively in vocabulary, grammar,
and pronunciation from other local or regional varieties and
from the standard language ."
Several impli_c ations are present in the distinction. Mr.
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Wiersma has ap.p ropriated the •word dialect from the lin- .
guists, the scientists of language, who avoid linguistic value
judgments (multi-ethnicity is a favorite term of theirs nowadays), and who prefer description to prescription. For
them, academe is neither better nor worse than the expression of any other identifiable group of people speaking. If it
is any better at all, it is not so much that it represents a
higher quality of expression, but, rather, that it will advance one vocationally, _o r socially; it will open doors to
opportunities that would otherwise remain closed, and will
result in being asked to tea again-and in being asked to
come 't hrough the front door instead of the kitchen. The
editors, however, in the definition they prefer and use,
retain the notion that dialect implies a level that is
sub-standard, mpstly oral, peculiar to a geographical region-the language · of the province rather than of the
capital. For them, the language of academe is the standard
language, from which dialects diverge.
This is not only a bit of word play. At this point in their
· dictionary, at least, the editors sanction a standard, that is,
a best usage, a level of language which, over the years, has
achieved maturity and the endorsement of educated people.
Samuel Johnson once asked a young boy who rowed him
across the Thames whether he could read and write. The lad
. said he could not. Johnson asked him what he would give
for these arts. "Sir," said the lad, "I would give everything I
own." The modern lingu'ist would rule Johnson's very question impertinent and undemocratic. But the lad knew better. And the woman who says, "Teachers-them's my chief
dread" will not be taken in by someone patronizingly
telling her that her language is as good as Eugene McCar~
thy's-that it is only different, not inferior. The dialect of
Flannery O'Connor's characters is sub-standard; so, not so
coincidentally, is, quite often, their theology, and their
moral codes. Flannery O'Connor knew the standard language, and wrote stories about characters who didn't, and
who for that reason, among others, can't write stories
either. It confuses matt_ers, therefore, to call the standard
level of language a dialect.
I should like to respond, in the second place, to Mr.
Wiersma's complaint about the undue control Latin exer~
cises over our grammatical nomenclature. He alleges that we ·
tend to avoid--,-or are at least taught to avoid-writing sentences which end in prepositions, and that we are enjoined
not . to split infinitives because ·they did not, could not
appear in Latin. As for the first of these, no recent handbook we have used in our classes makes a point of this
matter. Whe~ I have seen it discussed, it appears in the
context of emphasis. Since the beginnings and endings of

sentences are the most emphatic ones, it makes good rhetorical sense not to squander that position with a weak
prep9sition. I leave it to the reader to judge which is the
more effective : "These are the sleeping quarters the cadets
live in" or "These· are the sleeping quarters in which the
cadets live ." I ask the reader also to judge whether he realiy
prefers the split infinitive in the following sentence to a
construction which places the to closer to its verb, sign :
"The President promises to, . if the right conditions are met,
and if New York City genuinely tries to put its house in
order, sign a bill which will guarantee such loans as the city
needs to avoid bankruptcy.'' If some early English grammarian tried to prescribe for English what he found to be
normal practice in Latin, it could just be that he saw the ·
rhetorical sense .of these observations in both languages.
(That rule about the split infinitive, by the way, is simply
part of a more general rule about rhetoric, namely, that one
should not unduly separate any part of a sentence component-verb p'hrase, subject and object, modifier and noun,
and so on).
I have little or no quarrel with Mr. Wiersma's observations about the history of the language or about the· exciting work being done in transformational linguistics. (Chomsky, by the way, is one of the most fastidious writers of the
language in our time; he can make it drip with irony or
perform a delicate ballet step-a warning to anyone who
wishes to legitimize syntactical looseness on the basis of
Chomsky's linguistic theories). But I do think that Mr '.
Wiersma's fairly neutral stance towards language change is
somewhat romantic. Academese is not a dialect, on a par
with ·the language used by Mexican sugar-beet growers or
Archie Bunker's malapropisms. It is Hamlet speaking, rather
than the downs. Now, I like those clowns. They come
closer to speaking reality than almost anyone else in the
play-Hamlet . excepted. But their speech is limited, as is
that of the country bumpkin Will, who, in As you Like it,
can manage no sentence longer than seven words, and who
doesn't have enough linguistic resources to keep Toughstone from talking him out of his girl friend-a clear case of
what you can't say will hurt you.
In excercising linguistic detachment, or mere curiosity,
or amusement one is not doing all he can to shape the
national dialogue. In doing less than one is capable·of doing
to stabilize the language, to exercise at least some control .
and to give some direction to linguistic changes (my opponent here is not so much Mr. Wiersma
some of the
linguistic company he keeps), that person, I think, is placing his shoulder behind the wrong wheel. Language is primarily a product of thought, a matter of logic, rather than a
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form of social behaviour. It is not, first of all, a science, but
an art. Language perishes, rather than grows, by ignorance.
Left to itself, language produced specimens such as these:
"a bonified offer" (Grand Rapids Press several weeks ago),
"ecsetera" (for et cetera)-both of these occur, by the way,
because the memory of Latin is fading-"stuff cabbage,"
"free reign" (for free rein), "acne of perfection" (for
acme), "We must be prudish (prudent) about the use of our
resources," "Geritol is something I . do for myself" (Have
you done any Geritol lately?) ." The secretary was busy
prioritizing items for the ne_x t day, "Cistern Chapel" (for
Sistine), and an epidemic of shares, feels, and hopefully's.
Now, to expose and disapprove these has nothing to do
with upholding something called academic dialec.t . It is a
matter of what, at the appropriate level, works and what
doesn't (C. S. Lewis is quite right, of course: the ultimate
test is a functional one), of reason and unreason, of sorting
out sense from nonsense. One loses his leverage to talk
about language at all, to grumble about its use and abuse, if
he doesn't assume some sort of responsibility for it. Arid he
will perhaps let worse errors-errors of pomposity, insincerity, linguistic .inflation, jargon-go by with a shrug of the
shoulders. Who cares? Language changes, after all. And
whatever (so say linguists such as Warfel) is in use is for that
reason correct. Edwin Newman is not only nostalgic when
he says in his Strictly Speaking that "America will be the
death of English ... The outlook is dire ... The evidence is
· all around us." And it is hard to dispute him when he adds
that "the quality of our language is a reflection of the
quality of our thought and character." I like the way
Wilcox Follet puts it, too, when he says :
Is it not one of the shames of modern scholarship
that it has so little to say for what is really good,
what is best, and so much to say for what is merely
allowable or defensible? .... What is overlooked is
that language and its users grow by restraints, too.
Especially in a time when looseness of many kinds is
a dominant fashion, it may be salutary to cultivate a
tightness and exactitude not customarily demanded.
Linguistic resources are expanded not only by the'
seizing of new liberties as fast as they become available but also by the rejection of liberties that may be
only license. A writer is not alone what he writes; he
is likewise everything that he will not write because
he finds it not good enough, and his power may be as
· much a function of his renunciations as of his self-indulgences. · The libertarians will pity him as self-deprived and call his austerity a crotchet, but he and we
are the gainers· by his discriminations, and the ·language may be the loser by the indiscrimination of the
loose constructionist.
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Cal Niemeyer

for my sister
the first snow
never comes
until Amy's in bed.
she missed it again
tonight,
but i 've been watching.
i turn on Mancini.
turn out the lights.
i pour myself a glass of milk
and put it in the backyard.
it's cold in minutes
and tastes perfect.
tomorrow i'II wake up ea_rly,
empty the refrigerator
and pull the plug.
i'II put the pickles
and ketchup
behind the house.
the chip dip and mustard
bolo~·n a· and cream cheese.
in the morning
when she comes down
and looks for milk
she'll know.

Innocence

Shelly D . Smith

she'll have to push the snow away
to find the eggs
and bacon.
R. Stravers

1.

2.

May the moon
rest quietly.
his power undefined
but respected.

May the snow come
and make earth moon.
our tribe has mended all the tents,
rebuilt the woodpiles
hidden the hundred foods
in rocks and
offered up a marriage
to the stars.

prayers

3.
May Sue and David
lie still
· beside each other their bodies
and the future of their bodies
glowingfullR. Stravers

its smoke was good
and well-received.
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Night.Journey

And Moses stretched out his hand over tbe sea; and Jehovah
caused the sea to go back by a strong east wind all the
night, and made the sea dry lan d, and the waters were
:divided.
Exodus 14 :21
... And, behold, Jehovah passed by, and a great and strong
wind rent the mountains, an d brake in pieces the rocks
before Jehovah; but Jehovah was not in the wind . . . .
And suddenly th ere cam e from heaven a sound. as of the
rztshing of a mighty wind, and it f illed all the bouse where
they were sitting.

I Kings 19: 11

Acts 2:2
All th ings come alik e to all. . .
Ecclesiastes 9:2

Telling me about your neighbor reminded me of someone "I know, a man who has become very unhappy as he
grows .older. When he was younger he was notorious for his
.clowning around. During his wedding ceremony his best
man, his lovely wife and himself broke up, smirking, and
chuckling aloud. That time it was a priyate joke about an
oreo cookie. Crazy, huh .
Now it seems funny what you should be curious abo_ut.
Did you know we started with a journey. I was driving
through eastern Pennsylvania on Interstate 80 watching out
for bears and travelling away from a visit to my hometown
relations. Usually I am frightened -- apprehensive, leery, you
name it-of hitchhikers. They seem to be coming out of
nowhere, springing up like fairy mushrooms on a soft lawn
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after a warm rain. Why I stopped and picked up this
particular one, I d_on't know. I'll never know : how could I?
On some impulse then, I swung the car over and stopped. In
the wet mist, he ran up to the car-it was dark, and late; we
were near no exit-and climbed right in very quickly. Just
as quick I noticed he was a girl of twenty, twenty-two years,
hair tucked into her jacket hood, loose ffttjng jeans. Shutting her door she thanke·d me for stopping. When I paused
silent looking at her surprised and as· breathless as sheremember I'm frighten~d of hitchhikers- she asked if anything was wrong? I remember that clearly. ·The tone . Is
· anything wrong? I hope you really wanted to know about
this detail because the old memory juices are flowing now .
Is anything wrong? Then after that she said nothing until
we stopped for gas and then she asked me as a fourth grader

a letter
Herbert VanderZwaal
would petition his aunt if she couldn't use the restroom? It
was strange and I remember feeling very strange.
About twenty minutes later, back on the road was when
we heard the news of the announcernent of the ceasefire on
the radio. I said nothing because I felt nothing. God damn,
Vietnam. Hot damn, so what. I'd been numb to that news
for several years whether it was good, bad, round, down, or
upside down. Or so I liked to think.
After a minute she said,
"Well that's good; it's over."
I lo~ked at her and thought "Christ Jesus, you've gotta
pick the weirdo etc .. etc .... " She patiently waited for my
silence to break into assent. Some kind of "oh, you're so
right." But I held firm. No discussion with weirdosunhealthy and confusing and infuria6ng. She seemed to
sense something of the legalist about me and so after
another mile or so she smiled and said,
"After all, now we can get back to the real iss_u es." That
annoyed and rankled me -immensely as it seemed to be
intended to do. But I couldn't let that pass.
"So thousands, thousands dead and wounded. A lush,
fertile countryside mutilated for decades. Several national
· spirits torn in bloody shreds b_e neath political bootheels.
What's a real issue if that isn't?"
She smiled. I'll never forget that smile. Oh, fishy
fishy. Suck that worm any deeper and I won't be able to
get the hook to catch another. Then she attacked,
"Oh, you silly man; would you be able to get such kicks
with your easy-righteousness if your moral_debacle hadn't
occurred? See, it's true. I've shocked you."
"That's a horrible _thing to think of people."
"Say, I don't think; I know. For example, do you think
a moral quality or state of mind is constructive or d_e structive to the created life force?"
"Hey lady, don't play word games with me."
"Why not? I'm Jewish and _you're a legalist in your vows.
Right? The real issue, sir, oh my night train, is the coming
of the Messiah." What's happening? I thought, Jason, Jason

my man, things are getting out of hand. Am I being silly? Is
she making any sense? Of course she was feeling my disorientation and enjoying -it, so she chuckled and with flashing
eyes said,
"My friends all say I'm crazy."
We were running into some heavy fog in the valleys. The
whole atmosphere seemed juicy. Even with the heater on, .
there was a chill about the car. Occasionally we'd <>vcrtake
a truck with their squadrons of red glowin~ lights enticing
us on until smoothly at the last moment we would slip by
with a rush. Two ships passing in the night, silent, eerie,
fleeting.
She lay her head on my' shoulder. lier hair was soft and
clean.
''I am an only child. My mother is dead. My father and I
lived in a neighborhood where other children to play with
were scarce. I guess ·1 talked to myself quite-a-bit. Now it
seems when I talk, sometimes I just don't realize other
peoples' presence and I guess I carry on one half of the
conversation aloud. I'm not conscious sometimes of an
audienc~ for my words. You know, like a figment of my
imagination. The whole world a great big mirror illusion.
Huh." She had said this all very softly and now turned her
face into my coat to weep.
"Hey, what's ·the matter? I really don'·t understand ... "
She just shook and it wasn't until I had pulled the car over
and hugged her that she stopped.
"I want to understand."
"I'm allright."
I pulled out onto the road again and she moved back
across the seat to lean against the window.
"He left me before Christmas and ... "
We had been travelling again for some time. It was now
Ohio-four dead. Soon the purple-black sky _in the back
would begin to streak gray and pink.
"Then he told me he had changed. That he had realized
wh _a t he thought was love hadn't been- as meaningful ... ·
meaningful as love should have been. That's where he had
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begun to realize and to understand that it wasn't love at
all."
She came back across the seat, put her arm around my
shoulder and whispered in my ear.
·
"Now I'm waiting for the Messiah." She sat back and did
not cry but gathered herself.
·
"So mister moral man. If you thought you loved a
woman, and you really didn't love her and you left her-for .
another woman of course-would you say the problems of
our age, would you say the real issues of our time concern
themselves with political or social realities? Or would you
concern yourself with ... would you ... ,, And she wept
agam.
You will understand that I was becoming increasingly
frightened. Besides fervently vowing never ever to pick up
another hitchhiker, I was discovering I couldn't handle what
was going on. Here was this strange hitchhiker who was
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bizarrely trying to exorcise herself in some cheap melodramatic confession. I was letting it get away from me.
What had this to do with anything at all? Who was this
stranger? What right had she to talk crazy and drag her
supposed (supposed, hell!) turmoil into my life?
She sat quietly watching the road, feeling the trees,
barns and cornfields creep out of the dissolving night.
Here was a woman, just a girl. She could be my sister.
She might be my daughter crying out to me of the hurt and
the emptiness of her heart. Crying for that innocence she
knew was gone. Pretending she'd never known about it,
wishing the weight of past deeds would drop, and their
memory fade away, floating like suspended space junk deep
into the infinite depths of the deep, deep black void where
no star of rememberance could shine its light upon it and
flash or twinkle a painful beam of reflection to her
thoughts and consciousness. To be recreated, to be brand

new. To have that fool's paradise of first love, that first
pain, aching. Nevermore, never. I felt she could mean all the
world, its surging, rolling oceans and its fecund, teeming
earth spinning together to certain destruction. And that is
certain. It is our certainty. Vast c.:osmic structures of matter, bundles of energy, ·t ransforming, creating, charging,
deteriorating, decaying. What is the earth in· the solar system? What is our solar system in a galaxy? Here she was
· with her several deaths-in-life. Hurt. Alone. Alive; and next
to me, traveling west away from the risen sun .
"Have you ever loved anyone?" She looked at me. Her
face was streaked, pale.
"You look tired."
"No?"
"No."
She lay her head back across the seat looking up at the
interior roof.
"I'm tired, but I'm hungry. Can we stop in a while?"
I wanted to speak but I couldn't. As the sun began to
warm the day and burn off the gray graze mist, I realized I
was not able to love anyone. I had never loved because· I
was not able . And then I knew I wasn't able because I
didn't want to be able. Because I wanted to be in control,
to be in power. I didn't want any outside interests controlling my show, calling the moves and shots. And I knew I
didn't want to be loved either. Because to feel that would
be admitting its entrance, its immeasurability into my
world where I· wanted only what I could weigh and lay the
rule to. A selfish hypocrite. I should ·have known. We
stopped for breakfast and didn't speak. It was bright day-:light now and perhaps she felt foolish. I was unhappy and
dazed. After breakfast outside at the car I asked her whe.re
she was going. I said,.
"I have to turn north to Michigan."
"I'm going to Chicago to stay with friends."
"I can take you a little further."
"No. Thanks so much but it'll be easier finding a ride
here than at the exit ramp. I'll just stay here, I guess.

Than~s for the ride · and listening to my messy ... you
know. Thank you.'·-'
"You'll be alright? Do you need any rrioney?" The
words were falling like bones thrown into a dry well.
"Well, goodbye." She started walking back to the restaurant.
"Hey, what's your name?"
She tum~d and brushed the hair from her eyes and
looked hard at me for a second. The wind tossed her hair
high and shining into the air. It seemed to wash the night's
refuse from her face. With her suitcase in hand she came
slowly to the car, laying her hand on the fender as if she
were trying to read its color with her touch.
"Mary," she said.
And that's it. How it started. A chance meeting o·n a
long journey . Perhaps chance . And now things are different.
You know how much. And my friend . .. well; the wind
blows today again. The branches of our trees toss and
clatter as if they were coach and horse restless to be gone.
But their roots hold firm. It is the late afternoon. Soon it
will be dark and . cold. Our lives move in the texture of
shadows, in the substance of falling leaves, and melting ice.
Yes my friend, it is good. The ceasefire holds for now, yet .
the rot pervades the air. I saw a movie once where they
broke a man by forcing him to do senseless things. Is there
an escape from senselessness? She comes across the room
now. I feel her touch my head. I hear myself whisper. She
murmurs in reply and laughs a silver laugh . Her belly is still
· soft under the flannel shirt. The wind is actually roaring as
if somewhere there is a great fire cursing, clamoring to be
fed. In the next moment I expect its orange tongues to leap
into the purple dusk and dance. But it won't . And it wasn't
an issue. Yes, that's right, it isn't. The real issue, I think; no,
I know it. It's blood. Blood and water. And only time will
tell if love will heal.
Meanwhile until I see you, pray for us-in your own
manner, of course. Bah! Am I a fool? Don't really think so.
Ah well. All our love.
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I have always loved shadows
and chased them
as a child
faster than the wind.
i smoke forty cigarettes
a day now and read
only my own poems
I have always loved shadows
arid in my youth
danced in the darkness
of the sun.
the bars are always
outside of me and
no one reaches in
I have always loved shadows
.and as a man
layed with them
to sleep.
i rewrite old lines
now and someone
has stolen my matches

&
P.S. i think
i will play the music
i remember that
you are brown.
in that sense
of color you
have mellowed
in your understanding
of me which i
through my blackness
cannot yet reach.
you have built
upon inevitabilities
i have not.
yet
we both sing colored
songs and accept
the fact th at
red and orange
mean the coming of autumn.
we each face
different windows
but you have
loved enough to
understand the meaning
of winter and i,
through your love,
have mellowed.

j. e. artis

Nicholas Wolterstorff

On
Christianity,
Art, and
Being
Explicit

Suppose you · are a Christian and a poet. And suppose
that you have written a poem which is not explicitly
Christian. Does that mean that either your poetry is inarticulate, or your faith insufficiently embodied in your life?
As long as I've been around Christians interested in art, I
have heard that question asked. I don't expect that what I
have _to say will make its asking cease. But perhaps I can
indicate some promising paths for finding the answer.
The counterpart questions are never asked about music
or architecture. Nobody seems to think that every work of
music which a Christian composes should be explicitly.
Christian, nor that every building a Christian designs· should
be such. Why the difference? Probably because most people
believe that non-representational arts such as music · and

architecture couldn't possibly be explicitly Christian without the use of somewhat odd symbolic devices. But obviously poetry can be. So the question arises: Should it be?
To answer the question we need some understanding of
what is meant by "explicitly Christian." It would be desirable to have an explanation which fits all the arts, not just
the literary ones. I suggest this: an artifact of art is explicitly Christian just in case only a Christian could in sincerity
have produced. or commissioned it. If an artifact of art
contains words, visual designs, musical themes, or architectural motifs, which someone other than a Christian could
not in sincerity have produced or commissioned, then the
work is explicitly Christian. And now our question is
whether the Christian who works in the representational
arts should .make all his works explicitly Christian. Let .us
focus on the poet, while at the same time keeping in mind .
that our conclusions are meant to be applicable to representational artists generally.
Perhaps th_e following homely example can_help to unravel the issues. Suppose that you feel grateful to someone
and want in some way to express that gratitude. You are
willing to do it with words. But you prefer doing it in some
more tangible way. Not very in:iaginatively, you hit on the
idea of giving a potted plant. In such a case, you give the
plant because you feel grateful. Yc:mr feeling grateful constitutes your reason for giving it. And therein lies the fact that
in giving it you express your feeling of gratitude.
In a similar way the committed Christian will seek .to
express his faith in his individual actions and in the whole
pattern of his actions-:-in his life style. He wiU try to find in
the content of his faith reasons for choosing one course of
action rather than another. Of course his faith will provide
him with reasons for his choices only in the light of the
facts-:-facts • about his abilities, facts about the needs of
people in his vicinity, etc. Further, he may well find that on
various issues, some highly specific, some less so, he cannot
see that his Christian faith provides him with reasons one
way or the other. Yet it is evident t~at, in general, a
Christian can express his faith in what he does. In the light
of the facts, his faith can provide him with reasons for
acting one way rather than another. And given the fact that
faith is to be ultimate, he should allow its content to
function as reasons for his actions.
Specifically, then, a Christian can express his faith bv
becoming a poet. In the light of the facts, his faith can
provide him with reasons for choosing the vocation of a
. poet. It would be interesting to explore what those reasons
might be-to explore how the vocation of a poet can be an
expression of one's Christian faith. But, in this discussion,
let us set that matter off to the side. Let us, rather, suppose
that some young Christian has. already decided to express
his faith by being a poet. If his faith is indeed ultimate in
his life, he will not be content to stop there. He will ask
further whether his faith also gives him reasons for writing
one kind of poetry rather than another, on one topic rather
than another, etc. In short, he will seek to express his faith
in bis poetry. And now we a.re getting close to .our quarry.
Suppose he does express his faith in his poetry. Will the
consequence be that each of his poems is explicitly Christian?
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Incidentally, even in the non-representational arts it is
possible to express one's religion in one's art. In contemporary music one of the best examples is the American composer John Cage, who has chosen to express his somewhat
westernized Buddhism by composing aleatory (chance)
music. In architecture, one of the best examples is Frank
Lloyd Wright, who expressed his naturalistic humanism with
a multitude of architectural devices.
.
Our question, though, was whether the worker in the
representational arts .who seeks to express his Christian
faith in his art will, if successful, produce works each. of
which is explicitly Christian. Consider once again the
potted plant. You have given the pl.a nt to express your
gratitude. Does it follow that the plant itself is explicitly
"gratitudinous?" .Would anyone who gave a potted plant to
someone, without doing so because he felt grateful to that
person, be acting insincerely? Of course not. There are
countless reasons for giving potted plants. Yet, in fact, you
did express your gratitude by giving the plant.
And so it is with the Christian poet. Even if his underlying motivation is to express his faith in his poetry, it does
not follow that each of his works will be explicitly Christian. I do not see how one can live the fully human life, as
the Christian sees it, unless one takes delight in the characters, the inscapes, of the sensorv physical world. Accordingly it would be appropriate for the Christian poet to call
our attention to these inscapes, to celebrate their existence ,
and to create new ones. Never was that done more vividly
than by Gerard Manley Hopkins. In celebrating the inscape
of spotted things he began with "Glory be to God for
dappled things" ·and concluded with "He fathers-forth
whose beauty is past change:/Praise him." That poem, then,
is explicitly Christian or is, at least, explicitly religious. But
in celebrating the inscape of the windhover's path through
the air there are no such lines (though there is a dedication
"To Christ our Lord"). Yet, surely, Hopkins expresses his
faith as much in "The Windhover" as in "Pied Beauty."
The clue is this: To have Christian faith in its fullness is
not just to accept certain theological propositions and to
have· certain religious experiences. It is, among other things,
to give evidence of the new life promised to mankind in
Jesus Christ. And that requires taking U:p one's human
responsibilities before God-treating the earth and its inhabitants with care and respect and delight while fully
acknowledging that they have been mauled and mutilated;
exhibiting love for and solidarity with one's fellow human
beings while fully acknowledging the presence of hostility
and oppression; worshipping Jehovah God while fully acknowledging that some men worship false gods and others
seek to worship none. In such a faith, there is more than
enough to express in a life-time of poetry.
In his film "A Gentle Creature," the French Catholic
film maker Andre Bresson chose to depict the suicidal
desperation produced by the lack of openness among human beings . I have no doubt that Bresson chose to produce
that film as he did in order to express his Christian faith.
Yet, while others of Bresson's films are explicitly Christian,
that one is not. Someone not a Christian might, in all
sincerity, have produced it.
The other side of the matter must also be stressed.
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Though the Christian poet who seeks to express his faith in
his poetry need not do so by making all his poems explic~
itly Christian, yet I would find it strange if the whole body
of his work was such that someone who was not a Christian
could, with sincerity, have produced it. Though each and
every poem of T.S. Eliot is not explicitly Christian, the
body of his work certainly is. Though each and every
painting of Georges Rouault is not explicitly Christian, the
body of his work certainly is . That's how I would expect it
to be. The Christian, confessing that God is creator, thereby
believes that more than God is important. He believes that
people and animals and plants are also important. Any
poetry in which that does not come through is not fully
responsive to the breadth of the Christian faith. Yet the
Christian sees the importance of what is not God in the
light of his confession that God is the ir creator and redeemer. If that does not come through, then again his
poetry is not fully responsive to the breadth of the Christian faith.
The really important question remains. I have mainly
made a negative point-to the effect that a work of art
which is not explicitly ·c hristian may still be such that by
creating it the artist was expressing his Christian faith . For
any practicing Christian poet, the important question
though is this: How should I express my faith in my
poetry? What sort of poetry does the content of my faith
give me reasons for writing?
That question we must leave for another time, being
content here with having cleared some ground . In conclusion, just two points. First, what about a poetry contest
which has as one of its requirements that all the poems be
explicitly Christian? Well, there is nothing wrong with a
contest for devotional poetry. And if that is what is intended, OK. But then it must at once · be added that the
Christian poet need not and, in my judgement should not,
confine himself to writing devotio~al poetry .
Secondly, the desire to expres~ one's faith in one's
poetry, to find in the content of one's faith reasons for
writing one kind of poetry rather than another, does not
yet give one any poems. On that matter, what I want to say
has been well said by Flannery O'Connor in some commen ts she made about writing fiction:
Now this is a very humble level to have to begin on, and
most people who think they want to write stories are
not willing to start there. They want to write about
problems, not people; or about abstract issues, not concrete situations. They have an idea, or a feeling, or an
overflowing ego, or they want to Be A Writer, or they
want to give their wisdom to the world in a simpleenough way for the world to be able to absorb it. •In any
case, they don't have a story and they wouldn't be
willing to write it if they did; and in the absence of a
story, they set out to find a theory or a formula or a
technique. Now none of this is to say . that when you
write a story, you are supposed to forget or give up any
moral position that you hold . Your beliefs will be the
light by which you see, but they will not be what you
see and they will not be a substitute for seeing." (pp.
90-91 in Flannery O'Connor, Mystery and Manners)

William F. Reus
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Paul Schrader was born and raised Dutch an9 Christian Reformed in Grand Rapids, Michigan. He graduated from
Calvin College· seven years ago, and since. that time has written critical reviews of films for the Los Angeles Free Press,
authored a book called Transcendental Style in Film, and become one of the most popular young scriptwriters in
Hollywood. It is this last achievement which has sent the reporters and columnists scrabbling after him, the result being
that he is currently described in journalistic hyperbole as "an uneasy offspring of the unholy marriage between God ·
and mammon," a survivor of the "Reformed tradition of sin, suffering, and sh:~.me," and "a moody man who would like
· to be an artist, caught in the sweet life of the Hollywood system like a fly in a jar of honey."
Despite all this lavish over-description, the questions still remain: who is Paul Schrader, . why does he write scripts,
and what does he really think about Hollywood? Last spring Mr. Schrader visited Calvin and in an informal discussion
gave some interesting answers to these questions. They are printed here (in abbreviated form) in the hope of helping the
real Paul Schrader stand up and speak for himself.

Interview Edited by Mary Hietbrink
Question: How do you resolve the tension between being an
artist and producing a commercially viable film · script?
Schrader: When you write a book to be commercially
viable, you have to appeal to maybe 15,000 minimum,
hopefully 100,000 people-actual buyers. If you do a painting, all you need is one good buy ... because there can
only be one of it. When you're doing a movie, you need a
minimum of one to two million buyers. That causes a
complete redefinition of the nature of the art you're creating. You're creating a mass art which must appeal to a
minimum of two million people .... Your first obligation
is to create a fiction that they want to see, that they will
oay to see. Hopefully it will be also fiction that will be in
;ome ·way edifying, but first of all it has to be a common
::nough fantasy metaphor that it will appeal at a broad
level .... That's why often movies are so tied down to sex
and violence, because those are the two major universal
fantasies , . . .
I have an idea which may in fact be a rationalization of
what I do. I think that an entertainer or an inform~r or a
• teacher or an artist-I guess I'm sort of a little bit of all of
them-can operate at any level of a broad spectrum. Let's
say that if you choose as a teacher to deal with ten
people-your students-and you give each of those students
a thousand quantums of information-that's one end of the
spectrum. If you are an entertainer, then you decide, instead of giving a thousand quantums of information, you're
'1ly going -to give one tenth quantum, but you're going to

give it to 100,000 people. In the end that balances out. One
may be more valuable to one individual, but, in the end,
you're delivering the same amount of information/entertainment/enlightment. You're just working on a much bigger base ....
I once wrote a paper-I think it was when I :was hereabout tracing the line of thought from Hegel to Whitman to
another man who was a popularizer of Whitman. And the
thought got watered down, but at every level it did perform
a certain function. Let's say I accept the discipline of one
or two million people minimum-then my only obligation is
to give them [the movie audience] as rriuch as I would give
ten people, because I'm dealing with just too broad a
spectrum. So in a sense I am a popularizer-not in a sense, I
am a popularizer, no qualifications about it. I just want to
be the best popularizer possible.
Question: It's been said many times that the movie indus-

try totally ignored the Vietnam war-what's .the reason for
this?
Schrader: It's a very simple reason: you wouldn't have paid .
to see it put on the screen . . . .
· ·
[If y·ou're in the executive suite,] your function is to
"read" public taste. Now that's very difficult, because you
have a two-year lag time. Because between the inception of
an idea and the time it gets to the screen, there's been at
least eighteen months and probably two, three, four years.
So how do you, say in 1975, know what people will buy in
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1977. And that's all you do all day long is sit in your chair
and try to figure that out, And everybody was convincedand I think a hundred percent rightly-that nobody was
going to buy the Vietnam war on the screen. If you want to
put up the money out of your social conscience and make a
film about Vietnam, that's your decision-but we're talking
about businessmen and their responsibility to their stockholders. When Warner Brothers puts out two million
dollars, it's not coming out of some mystical sphere-it's
coming out of the stockholders' investments, and when the
pictures do badly the stock falls and people lose money.
This is one of the things I find people have a very hard time
understanding, because they think movies are made like
allowance is given out-you know, your dad just goes into
the drawer and gives you money. But it's not this way-it's
a business situation, and you have to be very, very
careful ....

himself-almost through a stroke of luck-this enormous
amount of power. He is promoting, I think, consistently
better films. I think Godfather I and II is almost a kind of
epic point in American films in_ terms of major films of
great quality. If the right guy at the right time breaks
through, and if he breaks through big enough, he might
· make it easy for people around him. Francis is lightening
the load for quite a few people to be able to do better
work. One of the problems is the song everybody's singing
today in Hollywood-all my peers, whenever they're interviewed, the song of the happy hooker: "I've sold out and I
love it. I believe only in entertainment-I have no pretensions." Well, this· is a song of course that you have to
sing ... you have to do this whole litany for the executives-you have to walk into the executives and say, "I'm
just about the most vulgar person you've ever met. All I
really want to do is to make money-I don't care if this
picture's any good or not. You name it, I'll put it on the

about the kind of people
who make movies1

"Executives in the movie industry have no personal morality
= have no taste whauoever, That's their jab, I mean, the
moment an · executive starts having personal morality,
taste-he's in trouble ,"

Question: What's it like to direct a picture?
Schrader: Shooting a film is such a grueling process. You 're
working every hour you are awake, which is probably
around eighteen hours-either on the floor or in preparation
in some way. You 're working six days a week, going
through fifteen to 20,000 dollars a day, so that half an hour
lost is money lost, and money in those terms is a very real
thing-if you lose half an hour maybe you can't get a shot .
·you want or maybe you can't afford to get a lens or a crane
vou want or maybe you can't afford to have the special
effects or the optical effects you want. So the money
decisions and the artistic decisions are one and the same.
Plus you have maybe 100 to 150 people under your
control, a good third of which are marginally sane and
quarrelsome and childish-and you have to try to control all
of that, and bring the picture in on a budget. And there's
only one person who takes the rap for it if it doesn't work.

screen-I got no morals, I got no anything." The executives
have to hear that, because if anything scares them it's some
guy who will back off from something commercial because
of personal reasons ....
But in direct answer to your question, I do think it is
absolutely possible to do it [tip the industry over]. The
success I have had as opposed to my peers is for a number
of reasons-but I think one of the reasons is that I feel
hardly any competition. I don't know anybody of my
group, I don't know anybody in the industry that is writing
what I'm writing-for the reason which I'm sure you all
know: when you leave this community-and I lived in
Grand Rapids my whole life rather than just going to
Calvin-you do walk away with a lot of moral baggage on
you, and it does take a while to work it off and come to
terms with it. I lived here twenty-two years and I've only
lived in L.A. seven, so I'm still working through some very
basic and heavy themes, and I know very clearly where I
came from, whereas most people I know don't have really

Question: Paul-given all these limitations,- what chance is

about _his self-image

"I've come to terms with certain assumptions that I carried
for a long time that I think were improper. It took me a
very long time just to realize that I didn't have to hate
myself-you know, that all my best works were not in fact
filthy rags in the sight of the Lord. I did believe that for a
long time."

there for working into a film a vision other than that which
gets worked into most films now. In other words, can you
.tip the industry over one day?
Schrader: I think it's possible. I think the audience · is
changing; I think that the control is changing. It just is a
matter of how much power one man's vision is able to
accumulate-it's not really a group thing. I happen to think
that Francis Coppola is a extraordinarily talented man, and
I think it's very fortunate for the industry that he has got

any idea where they came from-all they have is an idea of
where they want to go. What I'm .saying is that the kind of
pressure I wor~ under is much more inner-directed-that is,
I feel the need to write, the need to direct, the need to
create, the need to be in control of what I create. Like the
ancient mariner, you know, I feel the need to go out and
grab_ someone and tell them a story-it's an inner pressure: I
have to tell that story, that's all there is to it. Well, a lot of
people are in this very same profession simply because they
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want to be writers and directors and producers. Not ·
because they want to write, direct, and produce but
because they want to be that person-they want to have
their picture in national magazines, they want to be
interview~d, they want to live that lifestyle. They are
successful in the kinds of work they do, but they offer me
no competition not I them. The themes they work through
do not interest me, and the themes I'm working through
don't interest them ....
My work is generally considered in the industry to be big
themes, germanic themes having akind of grandiose morality, a sense of spectacle-you know, the big tableau, apocalyptic visions. In the end, we're talking about final themes.
For the people from this church, there's only one question
to be raised: "How did it end?" So it's very hard for me to
be a hedonist because way back in my head is this whole
sense that at the end there's a final decision, an existential
decision. And so even in my scripts there is a sense of
finally facing major mora_l issues. and coming to terms with
the substance of your character and of your life.

Now hopefully at one point there can be a synthesis-I
do not yet find a synthesis in my own life. I think that in
some ways the stuff I was trying to do as a critic was kind
of religious-in a general sense, in the sense that it was
trying to find universal qualities. When I write fiction it's
just the opposite: I'm in pursuit of the idiosyncratic. I seek
to find in what way I am unique and what I have uniquely
to offer, what pressure I suffer that I can push and that
everyone else then will respond to. I see myself as apart
from the pack as a writer, and as a critic as from within the
pack. And this could also be used as the definition to
separate sacred and profane art, because from the littie I
know of sacred art, it is often the kind of art which exists
from within the community-it's not against the community-whereas profane art is the art of individualism, the art
of the Renaissance, and the art which stands away and
attacks the community. So in that sense I was trying to
be___:_in the broader sense of the word-a sacred critic, where- ·
as I'm now trying to be a profane screenwriter. That's why
I don't think the two really meet ....

QUESTION: How rnuch research do you put into your
scripts, and bow do you go about doing it? How do you
iive _your scripts a starnp of authenticity?
Schrader: ... The word is the stamp, because it [the script]
really doesn't have to be authentic-it just has to appear
authentic .... You try to catch the ambience .... The most
valuable research is just reading around-just before I wrote
Havana [one of Schrader's scripts now in production] I
read A Hundred Years of Solitude, just to try to pick up
the mentality and the richness involved-plus reading every
tourist travel history book you can till you do get the
actual history. But in the end the characters are your
characters. There's a danger of letting the research hold you

Question: A few minutes ago you were talking about substance in films and meaningful themes, and yet earlier you
were talking in such a way that your creed seemed to
amount to a kind of fiscal morality. Now 1 don't know who
you are anymore . . . .
Schrader: Well, that's a very real problem, .because I lead a
schizoid existence. You know, there aren't any Emily Dickinsons ·in cinema-it's a kind of rough-and-tumble business
world in ·which you have to succeed at both levels. Well,
you really only have to succeed at the business level-if you
want to be an artist you have to succeed at both levels-but
it's not possible to succeed just at the artistic level. A_n d in
my head this has all become the same thing-when I'm

about what he wou ld do
if his career flopped

"I don't know-that's an interesting question. My lifestyle
getting to be what it is- I mean, I have no choice . , , , I
may just end up being ... a wealthy, bitter hack."

back, because you should be free to make up whatever you
need. I've put things in scripts that I just knew were false,
but it was what I wanted, and it gave the right feel, and
that's more important-:the audience will forgive all of that,
if it's the right thing.
·

talking about box office gross, when I'm talking about
meaningful themes, it's all the same, because it's part and
parcel of the same thing. A meaningful theme in a film that
nobody goes to see is not a meaningful theme. The theme
which I'm looking for is the important theme which people
will see, not the important theme that" only means something to me. I've got a couple of pictures I would like to
write but I won't write because I know nobody will see
them. Why should I waste my time writing a movie that
nobody's going to make? A script is not a work of art-a
script is a blueprint, it's a description of a movie not yet
made. And I'm not going to spend three months of my time
writing something that isn't going to get made, because I
want the end product to be seen, and an audience to play
to ....
So when you say, "It seems to me that you're two
people-it may be true·, but at this point I can't separate the
two anymore, they get so tangled up together. I just hope
that it will be possible to do something of value-it may
not ....

Question: What is your opinion of criticism today?

Scrader: Well, most "criticism" is word-of-mouth, m a
way, -because movie critics are describing the movie they
saw and telling their readers what they thought of that
movie-so it's just like a guy calling up on the phone and
saying, "Here's· the movie-here's what I thought of it ... "
There's another kind of detached, disinterested criticismwhich is not in very much evidence at the moment-which I
have a great deal more respect for. But I have found that
the direction I moved when I was writing criticism and the
direction I move as I'm writing fiction are entirely different,
and they are separate paths: the critic in me would not
approve of what the screenwriter is doing ....
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A Childlike .Faith
Timothy Zwier
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Ted Bytwerk had gone home that spring weekend right
after his Friday religion class. He had just gotten up at the
end of the lecture, walked to his car in the resident's
parking lot, and taken off for home. He lived only an hour's
drive from the small Christian college he attended, so it
wasn't as big a .deal as he at first thought it was. He did have
extra clothes at home which he could wear for the weekend-even an old sport jacket for church on Sunday-and he
could always use his younger brother's toothbrush to brush
his teeth if he dried the bristles well afterwards to avoid
detection.
He left like that to give himself time to think-in the
proper setting. He somehow felt that thinking on a deep
level; that is, thinking about things more important than
girls and dorm food, retroactive inhibitions and electron
orbitals must take place off campus, preferably during his
weekends at home.
After previous religion lectures he had merely returned
to his dorm room, stacked the records high on his stereo,
and let Cat Stevens, Gordon Lightfoot, Neil Young, and.
others turn his thoughts away from his religion class to the
on-campus thinkables. But this time he knew he needed
quiet -and solitude.
He didn't mention the real reason for his coming home
early immediately upon arrival. He knew religious matters
were not easily discussed in his household, and he preferred
to wait until suppertime to broach the subject.
His mother, surprised at his early appearance, soon left
him alone in the living room to bustle around the kitchen
adding to the planned menu for supper some goodies aimed
primarily at his palate. From time to time she called to him
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from the kitchen with questions abcut his school life and
general well-being. These he answer-~d in the prescribed
niceties into which such answers usually deteriorate. But,
for the most part, he was left alone to await his father's
arrival home from work, and the beginning of supper,
which were one and the same thing.
At around six o'clock his dad came home and amidst
man-to-man handshakes and husband-to-wife kisses the
family assembled in the dining room for supper. Once the
first helpings were plated and stomache~, Ted forced himself to speak.
"Dad, I'm having some troubles with some things in
religion class."
·
His father, a rather massive figure, slightly balding and
bulging in the areas characteristically deemed to be so in
middle-age, middle-class society, looked up in mild surprise.
"Not grades, I hope."
"No, nothing like that. You see, my religion prof in New
Testament Theology has been saying some pretty radical
things. He's spent the last few lectures pointing out mistakes in the Bible-discrepancies between gospel accounts
·and things like· that. He calls what he's doing form criticism.
For example, he points out different forms of the Lord's
prayer in the gospel accounts, or he shows us how mistakes
have crept into the Bible during translation, which Biblical
scholars are only recently correcting. And he's got lots of
other examples. There are even some smaller things like the
fact that there probably ought to be 151 Psalms in the
Bible instead of the 1 SO our Bibles now have. The gospels,
especially, don't seem to fit together anymore. Mark says

one thing, John another-yet they're talking ab.out the same .
study. We can't just take the Bible for what it says-we've
incident. How can God contradict himself? I just can't seem
got to study Judaism, Roman history, and all kinds of other
to keep my head straight in his class."
things in order to understand its true meaning. But I just
The words spilled out faster and faster as Ted went on .
can't _b uy that."
"He seems to have things all worked out somehow ·<?·r
"And you're right;" his dad cut in. "You're old enough
other. How it really doesn't matter about the discrepancies
now to have a mind of your own. Don't get swallowed up .
-between the gospels because the Bible isn't a history book.
in a modern view of the Bible you can't agree with ." . .
But if it has mistakes, then it's not infallible ._But if it's not
. Ted was still not clear in his mind about the matter, but
infallible, then what good is it? It is infallible ... it's just got
he kept silent for the time being, feeling again the necessity
to be!"
to think without new interruptions. And without Ted's
His father, by now well aroused, sat forward in his chair',
assistance, the one-sided argument soon souttered and died,
his well-lined forehead and sagging jowls tightening on his
save for intermittent denouncements of religion professors
face as much .as age would permit.
from his father and sighs from his mother.
"Typical ... very typical," he said with low, barely~
The meal over and an appropriately soothing psalm read
controlled bitterness. "For_m criticism, he calls it. Well, I
and prayer offered, Ted left the table for the back yard .
can think of a lot better names to call it. Oh, he gives it a
Ted's house, though a modest one, was well-situated on the ·
nice label, and then thinks· he 's got the license to use it to
outskirts of town . The lawn was green and well-kept. His
Look for mistakes in God's Word. He thinks he's being real
:m other had even turned a large portion of the back yard
modern ~nd scientific with the Bible. And maybe he is. But
. into a giant tulip patch now beautifully striped in the pinks,
what are mistakes to someone looking for facts, we can
yellows, reds, and whites of the blooming flowers. There
accept by faith . The Bible_ not infallible. Of course it's
were fields directly adjoining their backyard, and it was
infallible! That form criticism stuff is just looking at the
through these fields that Ted roamed for a while, thinking.
Bible. through the eyes of the world, and the result is what
Ted was rither quickly pulled from his reverie, when, in
your professor feels are discrepan cies - in the xosp el acclimbing out of a small gully not far from his home, · his
counts. That's simply not the way to · read the Bible. He's
eyes met a dark row of thunderheads forming off to the
trying to look at the Bible without any feelings-with just
west. Knowing Michigan weather, and judging from their
his mind. But, we are told to read the Bible and ·to accept it
swift movement across the· sky, he im'm ediately turned back
by faith, relying on _the Holy Spirit for guidance."· He
towards his house. His pace quickened with a sound of low,
paused for a morri.ent, and then, with triumphant finality,
. rumbling thunder, and he broke through the shrubbery
"You just try and think of the last time you heard a
onto the back lawn just as the thunderstorm broke overminister say those kinds of things."
head. He ran towards the house in an all-out dash, cutting
But Ted couldn't be assuaged so easily.
across the tulip patch in well aimed leaps over the delicate
"Oh, dad, it's . not just that one prof. T hey all believe
flowers.
it . . . and so do most of the kids in the class. And it's not
Once inside, the storm unleashed its burden of rain
like ·h e's a heathen . He is a Christian, I know he is. I just
amidst a now gale-like wind, its ferocity only compounded
can't understand the way he thinks about the Bible." His
by its short duration. The family gathered at the living
voice trailed away into momentary silence.
room picture window to watch .t he storm reduce, within
Ted's mother, seeing her husband furiously devouring
fifteen minutes, the stately rows of tulips of Mrs. Bytwerk's
the remains of his baked potato in misplaced .rage, entered
garden to bent and broken strips ·of stems and petals.
the conversation with Sunday-school-teacher-like authority.
Fighting back the tears, Mrs. Bytwerk watched the wind
"I agree with your father, Ted"-a noticeable slowing in the
bend and tear at her tulip,s.
·
demolition of his father's by-now-well-mashed potatoes-"!
Ted found after a time that he could barely look out the
can see why you're upset by this class. What ·I don't see is
window. The flashes of lightning were t'o o intense, the
why the professor wants you to worrv about such things.
thunder nearly deafening. The rain streamed down the
Remember, Jesus said our faith must be like that of a
window pane in racing rivule.ts, distorting his view. He was
child 's. Yo~ don't have,,to question what God writes in the
afraid . .. afraid as he had not been for years. There was
Bible. God knows whai~ \ truth an~ _w r at isn't much· better
tW?~..El~~~r .Pf,.<:_~ing outside . .. he couldn't think ... he
than we do .. We have tit<!. 'Holy Spint }ust as much__-a,._sA h.t-t
needed tim(f, toJthmk.
.
· professor does. If the ..-~ J~:•- .£~fr} is '~t.ell;i'ng"::y,:; ·~,.,..ft,q!' . . . ;
} ~,hat nigh't-;":'fwith the help of two Cat Stevens albums and
question the ~).~Jf,l;(_
!!i~µ.~ dd~'t1." '·11,' ~tr1 \ ( ~--·•· · -~
a)1W4>rdon Lightfoot album, he finally_,,.d ozed in the easy
''But . th a,,tls )-6 st t.he:~tf I . i-e; "iri'oni:·--mr \ li:(lf !fy s .!.h~.t,,~,.-,.-.Sij~ ~ ,Jn- ,w.,hi<;h_JJe--.b.;;i,.d .....Q~~~-!e c_~~nmg.::H-iS"''ttrother-sof·dy
merely--,rl ly'iffg "bn'' the Holy Spirit isn't enb.ugli' or Bible
woke him on her way to bed, and he stumbled upstairs to
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his room for the night.
The next morning he awoke late, as was his custom on
Saturday morning. The weather, as if ashamed of its shortspent fury of the previous evening, asking forgiveness for
wrongs committed, · was this morning appeasing the land
with the best of its springtime repertoire. The sun shone in
through Ted's bedroom window, and the sound of his
mother singing softly below drifted up to him on the warm
soring air. He walked over to his window to see his mother
already hard at work in her tulip garden, salvaging what
tulips she could. She moved from flower to flower, propping up bent stems, collecting loose petals on the ground.
"Morning, mom," Ted called down to her. "You think
you 'II be able to save those flowers yet?"
She looked up at him and smiled. "I think with a little
care and a lot of sunshine most of them will be O .K."
"Great," . Ted answered, and turned from the window
to get dressed .
As he rummaged through his old clothes for something
to wear, he glanced at his closet shelf now stacked with old
books from his junior high and high school days. Out of
curiosity, he took a number of these books down from the
shelf and laid them out on his bed. Math for 8th Graders,
one title read. Another, A Study in Elementary Science. Then
he saw, in the middle of the pile, a children's Bible
story book, tattered and dusty • from years of neglect. He
· picked it out of the pile and began skimming through its
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pages. As the familiar stories and illustrations flitted past,
he was filled with a fee!ing of solidarity, of inner secu rity.
Everything had been under control back then.
Near the end of the book, the New Testament section,
a full-page illustration of Jesus calling the little children to
Him was earmarked with the edge of the page bent back for
easy access. Ted stopped at the picture. "You cannot enter
the kingdom of heaven, except you become as one of
· these," the caption read.
"Ya," he thought of himself. Then, again, as the blessed
feeling of revealed truth so applicable to present stress took
hold, "Ya! That's the key. His parents were right-the Bible
said so." He lay back on the bed to let the truth sink in.
Faith as that of a child. Taking the Bible for what it says,
point blank, no questions asked. Maybe there was something to be said for form criticism, the Bible as conditioned
by history, and the rest, but he did~'t need it ... at least
not now. He could drop the course. He still had time. The
cut-off date for dropping was still a whole week away. Maybe
he'd try the course again later, wheJ\ he felt the need. Maybe
next year . .. or maybe he didn'p41e~9 to take the course at
all. He could just do some re., dirfg on t~xt¾\,? ject when he had
more time ... maybe this sf mmer .. -:'.;t\:'.?1
The ne..
x t.c. 1)1eJ
,4.~y,J atf in;,: the aftlrrtcfo ti , it rained again.
.,•,,,.......,.
··. · :'· . "· . . .
Hard. M,i ; -· Byt~rk1;~·;;.~~J~nt"' arden did not go unscathed.
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An impression of mist
forms .
around the edge of my vision
and advances
In my intestines
the drug creeps

Niagara,
Pride goeth before the.falls.
The waters tumble on.
I wish I had been the first being, the discoverer.
Watch the waters.
All the senses are used,
feel the cold creep in wet,
hear wind in trees, if you can,
above the falls deep gorged roar.
Smell the freshness, .taste the wetness.
The waters tumble on.
If you look in only one direction
from one certain spot, at one certain angle,
you could almost believe you are here
in the begining!
Watch the waters.
The vanquished, or the vanquisher?
Invasion.:_
Barrels-Wax Museums-:-Get your souveniers.
No one sees. the waters
tumble
The. waters tumble on.
Storms-Waters swell-floodsDestroy the destroyers.
Someday the beginning will be reached again,
The waters tumble on.

The pig coughes up the stone
she has qeen sucking on for weeks
It is so round and smooth
your son might take it to school
to use at marbles
Looking in the mirror to shave:
For a second I think I see
your face instead of niy own
I panic
spit on the mirror
and run away to a vacant lot
to play my spoons
on greasy knees
In the tent
a_t the festival ·
Hamlet was sitting at a table
selling hallucinations
and playing a battered saxophone
The pads were old
and so soft with mold
that all the notes were fuzzy
and punctuated with squeaks
Pounding up the world in photographs:
My laughter began to change· 1hen
Began to sound like one soft word
over and over again: dad a dad a
dada ... I was
Trying to speak in rnany languages

David Westendorp

Afterwords

Poetry:
A Creation
OfSelfhood
Marilyn
Vander

Burgh
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Democracy and Poetry, Robert Penn
Warren. London: Harvard University
Press, 1975. $5.95, pp. 101.
All books reviewed in Dialogue will be
placed in the reserve reading room for
the remainder of the academic year.

Thomas Jefferson, in ra1smg high
the banner of moral equality and
natural rights of man, prepared · the
stage for the first modern revolution
explicitly fought in the name of popular liberty. Although he drew heavily
on patterns of political thought already embodied by Rousseau and
Locke, it cannot be denied that the
American Declaration of Independence inaugurated a new era in world
history. This document was one of an
unprecedented rev0lutionary nature
insofar as it clearly proclaimed the
principles of individual rights, popular
sovereignty, and the idea _ that the.
populace is to judge the government
and to change it when it is found
wanting. In essence, the Declaration
did not spell out anything new, thus
Jefferson does not merit praise for
originality. What may be attributed to
him is the translation of the principles
of the democratic philosophies into
the context of American thought, and,
subsequently, the formation of the
first nation in modern history that

unambiguously established itself for
selfhood, in turn, is the underlying
the defense of liberty in the authority
assumption of democracy-the prereqof its own citizens. Jefferson drew to
uisite thereof_. Not only should selfan end the period of political speculahood be the byproduct of the ideal
tion, and made way for the grand
democratic . system, but it is also the
entrance of democracy. It was · a feat
very object of democracy at its height.
well worth commemorating, especially
Today, notes Warren, "our sense of.
with the . advent of America's great
personal identity seems to require no
perennial birthday party. Unfortu- · explanation. We ·simply 'live' our selfnately, however, things are not looking
hood." 1 The concept of self, once
as good in this time of celebration as
scrutinized, is vastly intricate and enig- .
they did two hundred years ago.
matic; thus, in an attempt to simplify
Though democracy is still a universally · it so that it becomes pertinent to the .
revered term, a great number of
subject of poetry as a necessary counAmericans are beginning to question
terpart to democracy, he narrowiy
its very basis. In carefully re-examining
defines the "self" as "the felt principle
the concept in terms of the human · of significant unity" (preface, xii). By
. values and goals it is supposedly defelt he means that he is concerned
signed to enhance, people are led to
with what a cognizant individual may
· hope that, in scrutinizing these goals,
apprehend to be his own selfhood. By
one can somehow account for the
significant he means two things: con·spirit of disillusionment pervading
tinui_ty-the self as it has evolved over
American society today, a society raptime, and responsibility-the self as an
idly becoming trivialized by loneliness·
entity which p.erceives itself as moraHy
and a lack of zeal.
capable of action that merits approval
It is not easy to pinpoint just where
or reproach. It is this concept of
democracy has taken its wrong turns.
selfhood, argues Warren, that i~ vital to
While some insist that the grand experiment has proven itself to be but a
grand failure, more are willing to
concede that perhaps the source of
disillusionment lies elsewhere. Maybe a
"cure" is available, something more
both poetry and democracy.
effective than the bandage of nostalgic
In his first essay, entitled "America
yearni~gs, Individuals wfio sense a
demise of faith in_democracy and· who
and the Diminished Self," Warren refeel that it is high time to reaffirm this
views America's_ native "poetry" as a
faith have advocated a number of
corrosive criticism of the achievements
potential candidates as saviours of
of democracy over the years. His
democracy. One such individual is
central point is that "the decay of the
Robert Penn Warren. In two scrupuself has been, consciously or unconlously reasoned essays that make up a
sciously, a developing and fundamenbook entitled Democracy and Poetry,
tal theme of our writers" (p. 3). He
Warren offers a unique, well supported
inspects the works of Whitman, Erner- ·
case - for
the
importance
of
son, Thoreau, and Cooper, to mention
poetry as it relates to democracy.
a few, who express ~he democratic
Poetry (and all art in general), condream in most magnificent terms. To
tends Warren, is inextricably bound up
Whitman it was a time to "celebrate"
with democracy insofar as it reaffirms
himself; to Emerson it the was the ·
man's notion of selfhood, and man's
dignity of individual men as opposed

to the "rude" masses. As for Cooper
and Thoreau, the individual conscience
reigned supreme. There seems to be no
hint of the abnegation · of selfhood
until Melville enters the scene. This is
the point from which Warren traces
the . long process · of the decay of the
self.
Melville was "the first American
writer to sniff the dead rat behind the
baseboard" (p. 8). The deep, ambiguous meanings of the Civil War led him
to the realization that . "history spins
ag'a inst the way it drives" (p.9). Democracy has lost its mystique; it is nothing
more than a.political arrangement with
positive as well as negative _implications. Melville marks the great shift of
feeling of writers toward their · country. This shift was based on the realization that in the amazing objective success enjoyed by America, the very spirit
of the nation that J effersoq anticipated,
through his promotion of the democratic ideals was lost or, rather, sacrificed. The concept of the free man,
the responsible self, became the victim

It is -the ·essence of passivity to think that a
selfhood is to be-found rather than created
of prosperity. Warren laments this
tragic ambiguity as it has affected ·
poetry:
... poetry, in fulfilling its function
of bringing us face to face with our
nature and our fate, has told us,
directly or indirectly, consciously
or unconsciously, that we are driv. ing toward the · destruction of the
very assumption on which our nation -is presumably founded. (p. 31)
The . conception of self has been
shrinking for a century and a half; the
written works of Twain, Faulkner, and
Fitzgerald bear witness to this.
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In viewing the scene of American
literature retrospectively, Warren contends that poetry is "a record of the
dwindling of our ·conception of the
self" (p. 42). It can be regarded as a
social document; for it has examined
and recorded a severe ailment of
American democracy. This ailment is
not to be ignored, but remedied. It is
to poetry that one must turn for
healing powers; says Warren. "The
poetic art, whatever the content, represents an assertion of the self" (preface, xvi). With this idea in mind, he
forwards his second essay, "Poetry and
Selfhood." In documenting the decay
of the self in relation to present
society and its ideals, he turns from
the "diagnostic" role of poetry to its
"therapeutic" role. Warren is convinced that poetry, in affirming the
notion of the self, can bring to a halt
the increasingly decomposing forces of
what has been referred to as the·
"Technotronic Age." Mechanistic society cannot accommodate what America's founding fathers saw to · be the
basis of liberty. Nor can such a society
nurture a community of individual
selves. Man must retain his own consciousness, one in which the image of
machine cannot be instilled. Warren
fears the situation in which the self
will be ultimately absorbed in.to le
raison d'etat. He envisions a time when
... the post Cartesian nightmare of
the unreality of the world and the
self would be converted, ·by a benign dramaturgy, into a continuous
day-dream so expertly staged,
lighted and directed that it becomes
"real" and thus the non-self would
tur~ out to be the best after all. (p.
67)
In sum, Warren is saying that modernity, itself, has and, unless some kind
of measure is taken, will continue to
become a threat-an encroachment of
selfhood.
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The oniy conceivable method of
escape from the perils of advancing
technology is through poetry, the dynamic affirmation of the concept of
self. "The 'made thing' becomes the
vital emblem of struggle toward the
achieving of the self" (p. 69). A form
of work represents an adventure in
selfhood, and the uniqueness thereof is
inexhaustible. Since the basis of democracy is the belief in the worth of
an individual, the "common man," it

...poetry
best represents
the very heart
of democracy.
seems fair to admit that poetry best
represents the very heart of democracy. If technology redeems man from
the "realm of necessity" as it has
promised to do, then poetry can convert "free" time into "leisure" time
and time will be more than something
to "kill." Art becomes the sovereign
remedy for boredom, the futility
which denies the responsible self. Warren scorns the person who thinks to
find; by sheer luck, one's quintessential self. It is the essence of passivity to
think that a selfhood is to be found
rather than created. Art, as the "voice
of the passion of the soul" helps one;
to "grasp reality and to grasp one's
own life" (p. 92). Indeed, poetry
becomes indispensable as the forces of
our modern technotronic society speed
towards a total denial of the self and
deviate from a culture designed two
centuries ago to enhance the notion of
selfhood. It is poetry, says Warren,
that replaces the all too popular cosmic sigh with a concrete antidote for
the despondency of twentieth century
America.

One need not be familiar with the
history of democracy, nor is it necessary to have delved extensively into
the field of poetry, in order to sense
the weight of the matter that constitutes Democracy and Poetry. Numerous fine points are scattered
throughout the book; points that are
applicable to more than just democratic society in general. Warren is
pointing a finger at every individual,
every "self" in America, in warning
against the dangers, the "deselving"
qualities, of passivity. For passivity is
the greatest obstacle to reaffirming
one's faith in democracy, and, more
critically than this, passivity eats away
at one's selfhood. Man must become
actively involved in living his life, or
else he is not really living. Individuality calls for proof. Artistic expression is a dividing line between "selves"
and "nonselves,"
For it is important that awake
people be awake or a breaking line
may discourage them back to sleep,
the signals we give-yes or no, or
· maybe-sh~uld be clear for the
darkness ar.o und us is deep. 2 .
Only by asserting ourselves as " ... no
part, but a whole/No portion, but a
being" 3 can we experience and . enjoy
the notions of our individual selfhood.

Footnotes
1
Robert Penn Warren, Democracy and
Poetry (London: Harvard University Press,
1975), pr~face, p. xiii. All future references
to this source will be made in the text with
parentheses and page number.
2
William Stafford, "A Ritual to hach
Other," The New Pocket Anthology of
American Verse, ed. Oscar Williams (New
York: Washington Square Press, 1972), p;
425 .
3
Ezra Pound, "Ortus," The New Pocket
Anthology of American Verse, ed. Oscar
Williams (New York: Washington Square
Press, 1972) p. 353.

Classified Ads
FRESHMAN CHAPEL TICKETS.
ARE
ON
SPECIAL
THIS
MONTH. ALL SEATS RESERVED. SEATS ON THE
RIGHT . HAND: 2.50. SEATS
· ON THE LEFT HAND .50.
AVAILABLE AT DIALOGUE
OFFICE.

WANTED: One original sin. For
use as an audio-visual aid in Religion 206.
Mrs. VanderVander got the surprise of her life when she opened
her box of Rusk last Saturday
morning.

ASTROLOGY
110 ASSIGNMENT: Observe the motions of
the following stellar bodies: the
chevy nova, the toyota corona,
and the planet of the apes. Due:
Vernal equinox.
ATTENTION ·
SQUATTERS:
Due to overuse~ the Library will
no longer be open to underclassmen.
FOUND: Ninety ·and nine sheep.
Apparently · left
unattended.
Claim at Security Office.

One half approaches . zero for
very large values of two.

FINANCIAL
SUPPORT
NEEDED: Ten thousand Americans wil I die th is year of a
dreaded disease and they will
never know it. This disease, labeled by experts as Necrosyphyl itus, mysteriously eats out
the insides of its victims but
allows them to perform their
daily activities as usual. · The
cause and symptoms of Necrosyphylitus have not yet been
determined, but a team of experts are working day and night
on this problem. Your dollar can
make medical history. Send it to
The
Mid~Western
Necrosyphylitus Association, Bolt Hall
Basement.

NOTA BENE: On·e out every 12
-college students is named "Carol". Clearly there are not enough
Carols to go around. If you are ·
·squatting. on a .. Carol," please let
her · up so th at the rest of the
LOST: One squatter, call ext.
student body may have access,
5437; ask for Carol.
also.-the Library -Staff
Opossums drool

LOST: Faith. Last had near the
Seminary Pond.

COUPLES: Ten year-old boy &
nine year-old girl, both heavily
into Duncan yo-yos, are interested in meeting a couple of
similar_ages which is into swinging.

WANTED: One used bod-book.
NOTA BENE: Horace H. Rocken
School of Graduate Studies will
be holding its annual Admissions
Wrestling Matches this Saturday .
in Ann Arbor. Prizes include:
janitorial assistantships, brownnosing traineeships, and coffeemaking fellowships. Winners will
also receive an all-expense paid
weekend in the Dutch House.

Will the physed department
please report to the Financial
Aid office. (in uniform)

Four our of Five Calvin College
students ·responding said they
never liked Freshman Eng·lish.

GRAND RAPIDS ISSUE: In January, a special issue of Dialogue,
thematically centered .around the
character of Grand Rapids, will
appear. The editors would like .to
solicit photographs, . visual art
works, .stories, poems, and articles which are concerned with ·
some aspect of Grand Rapids.
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next to sesame street,
it's dialogue

